Microscopic derivation of the local inter· nucleus potential inevitably faces the problem of how to embody into the local potential the prohibition for the relative wave function to occupy the Pauli-forbidden states. The theory proposed by us on the basis of the WKB approximation which has derived quite accurately the equivalent local potentials from the RGM non-local potentials is shown to incorporate automatically the prohibition of the occupation of the Pauliforbidden states. Like in the original RGM, Pauli-forbidden states are obtained as the redundant solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This structure of our theory necessarily leads to the deep equivalent local potential in low scattering energy and bound state energy regions. Our arguments are based on the accurate reproduction of the solutions of the eigenvalue problems of the RGM norm kernels, which is also discussed in detail. § 1. Introduction An important finding of the microscopic study of the inter-nucleus interaction based on the resonating group method (RGM) is the existence of the Pauliforbidden states (FS) for the wave function of relative motion between nuclei which greatly influences the inter-nucleus interaction in strongly overlapping spatial region_l)-7l
An important finding of the microscopic study of the inter-nucleus interaction based on the resonating group method (RGM) is the existence of the Pauliforbidden states (FS) for the wave function of relative motion between nuclei which greatly influences the inter-nucleus interaction in strongly overlapping spatial region_l)-7l
The FS between nuclei C1 and C2 is defined as the state XF( r ) which satisfies where rPi stands for the internal wave function of C. When 
The FS are spatially compact and their existence means that the relative motion between nuclei cannot occupy some quantum states with compact spatial distribution on account of the action of the Pauli exclusion principle. It should be noted here that what is prohibited is the occupation of quantum states of compact spatial distribution and is not the occupation of the spatial region of compact relative distance which is expressible by the hard core potential. The exact FS, namely, the eigenstate of the norm kernel belonging to the exactly zero eigenvalue is existent only when if>! and rp2 are described by the harmonic oscillator (H.O.) shell model wave functions with common oscillator parameter. In the general situtation other than the above special choice of rpi, we have no more exact FS. However, since the realistic situation is not so much far from the above special choice of rpi, there exist the eigenstates of the norm kernel which are quite similar to the exact FS and whose eigenvalues are almost zero. These states are called the almost forbidden states (AFS )6), 8) by the Pauli principle. According to the theory of Saito and his collaborators,6),8) the interaction process of two nuclei can be described quite well in the restricted functional space where the AFS are entirely excluded: The AFS can affect the interaction process only slightly in some very restricted narrow energy regions. To exclude the AFS from the functional space of the relative motion is to prohibit the relative motion to occupy the AFS. Thus the AFS play the same role as the exact FS.
In this paper, we mean by the word "FS" both the exact FS and the AFS. When we express the inter-nucleus interaction by the local potential, we inevitably face the basic problem in what way the prohibition for the relative wave function to occupy the FS can be embodied in the local potential. Until now there has been reported no theoretical formulation which can answer this basic problem in a mathematically self-contained way. However, there is an argument about how this problem is to be solved, and it is regarded to be convincing by many authors. 9 )-13) This argument is as follows: Prohibiting the relative wave function to occupy the FS is equivalent to orthogonalizing the relative wave function to the FS. This orthogonality condition can be satisfied if the local potential is constructed to be so deep that all the FS become (in good accuracy) the bound states of this potential. Deep local potential as to support all the FS is quite satisfactory also with respect to the requirement of the generalized Levinson theorem.7).8),14), 15) 
, This theorem demands that the phaseshifts Ot(E) (E denoting energy) satisfy Ot(O)-OI(=)=(nBo+nF)7r
where nBo is the number of physical bound states and nF is that of the FS. The deep local potential which binds all the FS in addition to the physical bound states can satisfy the condition OI(O)-OI(=)=(nBo+nF)7r by the ordinary Levinson theorem. 26 ) This argument of the equivalent local potential is therefore quite plausible, but as we stated before, until now we have had no mathematical formulation which gives us automatically from the microscopic Hamiltonian such equivalent local potential deep enough to have the FS as its deeply bound states (in good accuracy).
The purpose of this paper is to show that the theory proposed by US 16 ),17) which has derived 18 ) quite accurately the equivalent local potentials from the RGM non-local potentials does incorporate automatically the requirement of the prohibition for the relative wave function to occupy the FS. This structure of our theory is found to lead necessarily to the conclusion that the equivalent local potential derived by our theory is so deep except the high energy region as to have, roughly speaking, the FS as its bound states. At the same time, furthermore, our theory gives only the physical bound states in spite of the deep equivalent local potential: Namely, the FS are obtained in our theory not as physical solutions but as redundant (or almost redundant) solutions just like in the case of the original non-local potential of RGM.
The composition of this paper is as follows. In § 2, we show that the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel is quite accurately solved by our theory16),17) based on the WKB approximation. Numerical demonstrations are given for 3He+a, a+a, a+ 16 explain how our theory embodies the prohibition for the relative wave function to occupy the FS. We also show that our theory gives the FS not as the physical solutions but as the redundant solutions. It is shown that the existence of the FS necessarily leads to the deep equivalent local potential irrespectively of the detailed nature of the adopted effective two-nucleon force in low scattering and bound state energy region. Energy-dependence and the problem of the generalized Levinson theorem are discussed also. Finally the summarizing discussion is given in § 4. § 2. WKB treatment of the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel .
In order to discuss the FS, we must treat the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel. Since we are using the WKB approximation in deriving the equivalent local potentials to the RGM non-local potentials, we need to solve the eigenvalue problem of the norm kernel in the same framework of the WKB approximation.
Formulation of the WKB treatment
The WKB treatment of the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel can be done in almost the same way as the WKB treatment of the scattering equation of the non-local potential given in Ref. 16) (and also Ref. 17) ). It is therefore sufficient here to explain the essential steps of the WKB treatment, and the details can be found in Ref. 16) .
The 
If we let the set a of the quantum numbers include the parity, we can simply express Xa±(P) as Xa(P) and f.1,a± as f.1,a. We adopt this convention for a.
We now rewrite Eq. (2·3) as
Then we expand sa(p) in power series of h as sa(p)=Soa(p)+hSla(P)+"', which gives us 
Of1.a /a8 2 -a",2/ sin 2 8
By putting a8=(l+(1/2»h, a",=iiih as usual, the WKB approximation to The eigenfunction Xa(P) is obtained by linearly combining the solutions given in Eq. (2·12) so that the resulting WKB function satisfies correct connection conditions at radial and angular turning points. Thus Xa(P) becomes
Since 
System of two SU3-scalar nuclei
We investigate here in detail the results of the application of the WKB treatment to the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel in the case of the systems which are composed of two nuclei both described by the S U3-scalar shell model wave functions with the common oscillator parameter v( = mw/ 2h). The investigation of the general systems containing at least one non-SU3-scalar nucleus is given in the next subsection. The eigenvalue problems of the systems of two SU3-scalar nuclei have been solved exactly in analytical (and algebraic) form, and therefore we can check in detail the accuracy of the WKB treatment of the problem. This kind of systems contain many important systems; namely, Z +4He, Z+ 16 Namely, if N is kept fixed, the eigenvalue is independent of t. We denote the eigenvalue as f.1.N. (III) f.1.N can ·be given an algebraic general formula.
The norm kernel in the representation of the generator coordinate method (GCM) for the systems of two SU3-scalar nuclei can be written generally as 20 ).21)
where x stands for the number of nucleons exchanged (NNE) between two nuclei.
All the properties (I) ~ (III) mentioned above can be derived from the fact that NGCM(R, R') contains Rand R' only in the form of (R' R') except the factor exp[-(r/2)(R2+R'2)]. To state in more detail, exp[(r/2)(R 2 +R'2)]N GCM (R, R') is just the Bargmann-transform of the RGM norm kernel and that the Bargmann-transform is a function only of (R' R') means that it is invariant under
This unitary invariance of the Bargmann-transform leads to the conclusions (I) and (II ).20).21) By using the relation 
where
a=(N±w)-l(b) is the inverse function of b=N±W(a). From Eq. (2·19) we first get

OPr(P, ,ua,(l+(1/2))h) O,ua const
Pr(P, ,ua,(l+(1/2))h) .
(2·20)
Equation ( N=2n+l.
Equations (2·19) and (2·22) give us the WKB answer for the eigenvalues ,ua as follows:
Here it should be noticed that the WKB eigenvalues /.La depend only on N =2n+ t.
Summarizing the above WKB results, we see that the WKB solution of the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel has exactly the same properties (I) and (II) as the exact quantum mechanical solution mentioned before. That the WKB solution has the property (I) is due to the two facts; first, the local momentum p is just the H.O. local momentum with the oscillator constant y and second, the radial wave function u(p) has no Perey effect.
We denote the WKB eigenvalues
. Now we calculate the expli~it analytical expression of
. For this purpose we need to execute analytically the differentiation (3/3Zxo)n in Eq. (2·18). Namely, we need to get the analytical result for the following differentiation:
In-3z 10, 10-z exp -zQ .
To this end, we use the generating function technique as follows:
which shows that In is obtained from the n-th power term in the Taylor expansion of I(y) with respect to y. It is easy to show that I(y) of Eq. (2·25) is rewritten as
We compare Eq. (2·26) with the generating function of the Sonine polynomial (or associate Laguerre polynomial) V,fl( u) given by 
The WKB eigenvalues (/-tN )WKB are now expressed generally We here comment that, as we will see in § 3, our theory of the equivalent local potential applied to RGM non-local potentials requires that the WKB approximation to the RGM norm kernel keeps accurate only for such N which are N~NF. Therefore the result indicated in (e) makes no harm to our localization of the RGM non-local potentials.
General two-nucleus system with common oscillator constant
The general two-nucleus system which has common oscillator constant lJ but contains at least one non-5 U3-scalar nucleus has the GeM norm kernel of the following form :20)
where Zx is the same as in Eq. (2 ,15 
. e-if> R'.20)
The purpose of this subsection is to show that the WKB solution of the eigenvalue problem also has properties (I) and (II)' of the exact solution of the general two-nucleus system. The check of the accuracy of the WKB eigenvalues /la is not given here. We can reasonably expect good accuracy first because numerical accuracy is quite good in the two-SU3-scalar-nucleus systems as seen in § 2.2 and second because the essentially important properties (I) and (II)' of the eigenvalue problem are reproduced by the WKB treatment as shown below.
By using Eqs. (2·20), and (2, 27) 
which is solved to be
Here ( + I but also on I, which is just the property (II)' of the exact solutions. § 3. Pauli-forbidden states and equivalent local potential
FS as redundant solutions of RGM equation of motion
The RGM equation of motion for our present single-channel two-spinlessnucleus system is (3·1) where x( r) is the relative wave function, E is the energy of the relative motion and E; is the binding energy ofthe nucleus Ci. Equation (3·1) can be written as
where N(p, p') is defined in Eq. (1·2) and H(p, p') is defined as
The basic prescription of the theory proposed by us is the determination of the local momentum 
The same quantities N±W(p, p) as in Fig. 1 
Depth and energy-dependence of the equivalent local potential
Clarification given in § 3.1 of the existence of the Pauli-forbidden region (FR) in the phase space is an essential point for elucidating the basic character of the physical solution pep) of Eq. (3·4 monotonically increasing behaviour from -00 to +00. 
From Eq. (3·20) we see that we can count the number of bound states for each [ by calculating fp~(p)dp. A very important implication of Eq. (3·20) which we should stress is about the depth of the equivalent local potential VI~o(p) at zero incident energy E=O. Equation (3·20) indicates that the potential VJ'!o(p) has such depth that it can bind so many bound states the number of which is just (n BH + 1) (for the given [). Here, one should be careful not to confuse the bound states by VI~o(p) with the physical bound states of the system which are to be determined by Eqs. (3·4) and (3·19). The number (nBH+l) is of course just the sum of the number of the physical bound states of the system and the number of the FS, for the given [. Here it is necessary for us to note that the above conclusion does not depend upon the detailed nature of the effective two-nucleon force. Even when two kinds of the effective two-nucleon forces have characters quite different from each other, if the binding abilities of these two forces are similar to each other, the equivalent local potentials obtained by these two kinds of forces are necessarily similar for the physical bound states and also for the low scattering energy (E ~O) states.
N ow we investigate the behaviour of the equivalent local potential in the high scattering energy region E '5;0. An important point we must indicate is that the equivalent local potential can become shallower as the energy gets higher. Since the equivalent local potential converges to the direct (or double-folding) potential at high energy limit, if we use the effective two-nucleon force like the BrinkBoeker B1 24 ) (B-B B1) force which gives entirely repulsive direct potential, the equivalent local potential can become even repulsive in the whole spatial region above some quite high energy. However, this behaviour of the equivalent local potential does not contradict with the requirement of orthogonality of the relative wave function to the FS. This is because at high energy the relative wave function oscillates quite rapidly and it is automatically orthogonal to the FS, the oscillation of whose wave function is slow when compared to that of the high energy wave function. The equivalent local potential is of quite small amount energetically in comparison with the large incident energy and its effect to the high frequency oscillation of the relative wave function is negligibly small. We need to note that at high energy Eq. (3'18) does not impose any sizable restriction to the depth of the equivalent local potential and that one has no relation similar to Eq. (3·20) for scattering states. In contrast to the cases of the low energy scattering and bound states, the equivalent local potential can now depend rather strongly on the choice of the effective two-nucleon force. An example of this force-dependence arises, as mentioned above, from the difference between the direct potentials to which the equivalent local potentials converge at high energy limit. Even when the direct potentials are similar to each other, if the shortrange behaviours of the effective two-nucleon forces are different from each other, the equivalent local potentials become fairly different in some intermediate energy region, e.g., above about 50 MeV I nucleon, which was discussed in detail in Refs. 22) and 25). In order to see the above-mentioned force-dependence of the equivalent local potential, we display in Fig. 7 We Finally we would like to discuss the relation of the equivalent local potential with the generalized Levinson theorem. We first consider the case where there exist exact FS. According to the generalized Levinson theorem, the scattering phase-shifts o~GM(E) by RGM which are adjusted to be zero at-high energy limit (O~GM(=)=O) takes the value (n BH +l)Jr at zero energy (o~GM(O)=(nBH+1)7[).
Here the meaning of the interger (n BH + 1) is, as explained before, the sum of the number of the physical bound states of the system and the number of the exact FS, for the given I. If a local potential has such depth that it binds just (n BH + 1) bound states, the ordinary Levinson theorem ensures that the scattering phaseshifts ot(E) by this local potential reproduce the above-mentioned behaviour of the RGM phase-shifts; Ot( = )=0, Ot(O)= (n BH + 1)7[. In order to satisfy the condition of Ot(=)=O, ot(O)=(n BH +1)7[, however, the local potential need not be energy-independent. A smoothly energy-dependent local potential can satisfy this condition, as far as the local potential has such depth as to bind (n BH + 1) bound states near the zero energy, E=O. This is because at high energy the effect of the potential depth is negligible and the convergence behaviour of ~ I (E) to ~ l( 00 ) = 0 is not affected by the (finite) depth of the potential. From the above consideration, we see clearly that the large depth of our equivalent local potential Veq(p) near the zero scattering energy which can bind just (n BH + 1) bound states is directly related to the requirement that the phase-shifts by Veq(p) should reproduce the characteristic behaviour of the RGM phase-shifts governed by the generalized Levinson resonances. If we neglect these very sharp AFS-resonance behaviour and smoothly connect the phase-shifts across the resonance energies, the resulting smoothly connected phase-shifts denoted as g~GM(E) have exactly the same property as the case where there exist the exact FS; g~GM(O)= (n BH + 1)7[. This is because the smoothing of the original RGM phase-shifts at each AFS-resonance increases by 7[ the phase-shift value just below the AFS-resonance energy. As mentioned briefly in § 1, we are treating the behaviour of the system from which the effects are completely neglected of the AFS-resonances which are existent in finite number of very narrow energy regions. The smoothly connected RGM phase-shifts g~GM(E) describe this behaviour of the system free from the AFS effects. Our equivalent local potentials also describe the behaviour of the system free from the AFS effects and have the large depth at zero energy that they can bind (n BH + 1) bound states. § 4. Summary and discussion
In this paper we have first shown that the eigenvalue problem of the RGM norm kernel can be solved quite accurately by the WKB approximation. For systems of two nuclei which are described by the H.O. shell model wave functions with common oscillator parameter, the eigenfunctions by WKB have been found to coincide with the (WKB-version of) exact eigenfunctions, namely, the H.O.
wave function with oscillator parameter r = J.Lo J). For many systems of the two 5U3-scalar nuclei, namely, Z+4He, Z+ 16 We have emphasized the fact that, even when we use fairly different kinds of effective two-nucleon force, as far as their binding abilities are similar to each other, the resulting equivalent local potentials Veq(p) for E ~ 0 are similar to each other, which are deep enough to bind (nB o + nF) bound states. Thus the contents of Veq(p) can be quite different for different choices of the two-nucleon force. When one uses the effective forces with mild Majorana exchange mixture such as S-W, V olkov, HNy28),29) and M3y30) forces, their deep direct (double folding) potentials constitute the main part of the calculated Veq(p) and the exchange potentials have only minor magnitudes. The characters of the exchange potentials constructed by such kind of effective forces have been analyzed in detail in Refs. 17), 18), 22) and 25) , by adopting the V olkov No.1 and S-W forces as representative examples. However, on the contrary, if one uses the effective force with strong Majorana exchange mixture like the B-B B1 force, the direct potential is entirely repulsive and the large attractive exchange potential gives the resulting very deep Veq(p).
The high-energy behaviour of the equivalent local potential Veq(p) can depend largely on the choice of the effective two-nucleon force, except the previously-mentioned qualitative energy-dependence that Veq(p) becomes monotonically shallower as E gets higher up to fairly ·high energy excluding the quite outside tail region. At high energy, the exclusion of the local momentum from the FR imposes almost no restriction to the equivalent local potential, which is a natural consequence since the high energy relative wave function is almost orthogonal to the FS automatically.
When one talks about the effective local potential between nuclei, one must clarify the nature of the wave function to be solved by the effective local potential. In our case, the wave function xL (p) originates from the orthogonality of x(p) to the FS, the above argument explains straight-forwardly that the reason why our theory gives deep equivalent local potentials lies in the existence of the FS. To state in more detail, since the number of nodes of x(p) at E=O, for example, is equal to (nBo+nF)=(n BH +l), the equivalent local potential at E=O which is required to generate xL(p) with (nBo+nF) nodes should have such depth that it supports (nBo+nF) bound states.
In deriving the local inter-nucleus potential microscopically by using the generator coordinate method or the adiabatic time-dependent Hartree-Fock method, it is often assumed that the relative velocity v between nuclei is slow enough to be able to neglect the higher power of v than quadratic.31) But we must notice that we have no reason a priori to regard that the relative motion is slow inside the interaction region even at zero incident energy.32) In our theory, the equivalent local potentials are quite deep and to neglect the higher powers of the local momenta than quadratic is entirely nonsense even for E = 0. The assumption of the slow velocity means that the effective potential is shallow and the relative wave function has no more rapid inner oscillation. Thus in order to apply the assumption of the slow velocity the theoretical framework needs to be so constructed that the prohibition to occupy the FS is expressed in some way other than the inner oscillation of the relative wave function.
